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ABSTRACT 
As data conversion interfaces are designed for higher precisions and higher speed, the nonidealities 
that accompany monolithic devices become more problematic. In this thesis an improved algorithm is 
presented to correct the nonidealities in a non-radix-2 based pipeline. The pipeline analog-to digital 
converter (ADC) based on non-radix-2 architecture has the advantage of a simple design and algorithm, 
but a higher number of stages are required to obtain the required linearity. To improve the linearity 
of the non-radix-2 pipeline ADC the proposed algorithm uses digital self-calibration technique along 
with accuracy bootstrapping. The digital self-calibration technique presented in [1], for non-radix-2 
converters suffers from the drawback that it does not utilize the whole pipeline for calibration. Accuracy 
bootstrapping [2] allows the utilization of all the stages of the pipeline for calibration, but it is meant for 
radix-2 converters. The proposed algorithm, in this thesis, works in two steps. During the calibration of 
stages with integer gain, all the stages are switched to integer gain, bootstrapped and calibrated. When 
calibrating non-integer gain stages, only stages upstream of the stage being calibrated are switched to 
integer gain, the rest being maintained at their nominal value, bootstrapped and calibrated. Since all 
the stages of the pipeline are used during calibration the results obtained are better by as much as 50% 
when compared to the digital self-calibration algorithm presented in [1], at little extra cost. 
1 
1 INTRODUCTION 
An increasing demand for high performance Digital Signal Processing(DSP) system motivates an 
increasing demand for high-resolution, high-speed Analog-to-Digital Converters(ADCs). These ADCs 
are used in a wide variety of environments, including industrial, communication, medical and aerospace. 
The use of ADCs in such systems permits sophisticated DSP algorithms to be utilized which alleviates 
complexity in the analog signal processing required otherwise. 
Traditional high-resolution, high-speed ADCs rely on expensive, hybrid or discrete implementation 
and thus are not amenable to low cost manufacturing. The use of monolithic Integrated Circuit tech-
niques has been repeatedly demonstrated in the digital and analog circuit domains to be economical for 
synthesizing complex systems. Thus, monolithic integration of high-accuracy, high-speed ADCs with 
other systems requires that the ADC architecture be compatible with properties of the host system. 
However the desire to integrate high-speed, high resolution ADCs in low cost, IC processes presents 
algorithmic, circuit and process challenges. 
Pipeline analog-to-digital converters present advantages compared to flash or successive approxima-
tion techniques because potentially high resolution and high speed can be achieved at the same time 
. A I-bit per stage design is particularly desirable because each stage is very simple and fast. One 
advantage of the pipeline ADC architecture is that it exhibits linear growth in hardware, compared to 
exponential growth with flash ADCs, for increasing resolution. In addition, pipeline ADCs require fewer 
clock cycles than successive approximation or oversampled ADCs, which is important for high-speed. 
However, pipeline ADCs are capable of achieving only 8-10 bits of linearity in most IC processes without 
the use of component trimming or self-calibration techniques. 
This thesis covers the study and analysis of non-radix-2 pipeline Analog-to-Digital Converter archi-
tecture. With the demand for high-speed devices increasing at the explosive rate there is a need to 
look for alternative architectures which have the potential for such applications but have not yet been 
studied in detail. One such architecture was proposed in [1] which instead of having pipeline stages 
with integer gain, has a non-integer gain for majority of the stages. Since it's a pipelined converter 
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it needs to be calibrated to compensate for the errors in its components. The pipeline is calibrated 
only for the non-integer gain stages. In this thesis, an alternative algorithm for calibration has been 
proposed for the same architecture. The proposed algorithm uses digital self-calibration algorithm pro-
posed in [1] along with accuracy bootstrapping algorithm [2] to use all the stages of the pipeline during 
calibration. Since all the stages are now being used, the calibration results are better compared to [1 J 
and the calibrated ADC has a higher degree of linearity. Besides non-radix-2 architecture, in this thesis 
experiments on a simplified cell architecture for accuracy bootstrapping, which is an improved version 
of the architecture in [2], have been performed. The experiments were helpful in determining the exact 
method of calibration to be used for the new architecture. 
This work was funded by the Defense Systems Electronics Group at Texas Instruments, Dallas, 
Texas. This thesis uses results presented in the thesis of Venkata Navin [25], which has been referenced 
at appropriate places. In particular, the mathematical foundation for accuracy bootstrapping and 
Global Matching algorithm for parallel pipelined converters was developed by Venkata Navin. 
1.1 Nonlinearity Specifications 
There is a wide variation in the literature in the definition of the nonlinearities, especially Integral 
Nonlinearity and Differential Nonlinearity. The definitions [19] given below are the ones used in the 
program and in the rest of the thesis. 
Integral Nonlinearity: The maximum deviation of the actual transition points in an ADC's transfer 
curve from the straight line drawn between the end points i.e. first and last code transitions, is defined 
as the Integral Nonlinearity (INL). 
Differential Nonlinearity: The maximum deviation in the output step size from the transition point is 
defined as the Differential Nonlinearity (DNL). DNL error describes the difference between two adjacent 
analog signal values compared to the step size (LSB) of a converter generated by transitions between 
adjacent pairs of.digital code numbers over the full range of the converter. The DNL is zero if every 
transition to its neighbors equals 1 LSB. 
In case of non-binary radix architecture, since the decision levels are not uniformly spaced due to 
the non-binary radix, a different mechanism, called digital output reduction, was developed in [33] 
which maintains the value of INL and DNL after correct calibration within 1 LSB. If the INL and DNL 
calculations are performed using the end points, values within 1 LSB cannot be achieved. A detailed 
explanation of digital output reduction method is given in Chapter 3. 
INL and DNL are very significant indicators of the linearity of the ADC. The DNL reflects the 
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resolution of the ADC whereas the INL reflects the accuracy of the ADC. 
Offset: Input amplifiers, output amplifiers, and comparators in practical circuits inherently have a 
built-in offset voltage and offset current. The offset is caused by the finite matching of components. 
The offset results in a non-zero input or output voltage, current or digital code although a zero signal 
is applied to the converter. 
Global Gain: Due to the nonlinearities present in various components of the ADC, the resultant transfer 
characteristic of the ADC has a gain other than unity. The gain of the transfer characteristic is defined 
as the slope between the two end points. This slope is the global gain. 
Signal to Noise Ratio (SIN): The most important dynamic specification of a converter is the signal-
to-noise ratio. This signal-to-noise ratio depends on the resolution of the converter and automatically 
includes specifications of linearity, distortion, sampling time uncertainty, glitches noise and settling 
time. Over half the sampling frequency, this signal-to-noise ratio must be specified and should ideally 
follow the theoretical formula: 
SINmax = 6.02n + 1.76dB (1.1) 
This SIN ratio is calculated for a sine wave input with a maximum amplitude, and the ratio between 
the frequency of the sine wave, and the sampling frequency should be irrational. 
Spurious Free Dynamic Range: When converters are used with large oversampling ratios or the spectral 
purity of the converter is important, an additional specification determining the ratio between the 
maximum signal component and the largest distortion component can be obtained. SFDR is defined as 
the ratio in decibels between the magnitude of the fundamental component and the magnitude of the 
largest harmonic or the inter-modulation product. It is an indication of the dynamic operating range 
of the ADC [25]. 
1.2 Analog-to-Digital Converter Architectures 
1.2.1 Flash Converters 
Conceptually the simplest and potentially the fastest, flash architectures employ parallelism and 
"distributed" sampling to achieve a high conversion speed. Figure 1.1 shows a block diagram of an m-
bit flash ADC. The circuit consists of 2m comparators, a resistor ladder comprising 2m equal segments, 
and a decoder. The ladder subdivides the main reference into 2m equally spaced voltages. For example, 
if the analog input is between Vi and Vi+I, comparators Al through Aj produce ONE's at their outputs 
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while the rest generate ZERO's. Consequently, the comparator outputs constitute a thermometer code, 
which is converted to binary by the decoder. 
Full flash architectures in principle do not need explicit front-end sample-and-hold circuits and their 
performance is determined primarily by that of their constituent comparators. Since comparators do 
not require linear amplification and hence typically achieve much higher speeds than sample-and-hold 
amplifiers, flash ADCs can operate faster than those that demand front-end SHAs. 
Vr.:C V:l.n 
2 ...... 
Co~ .. r_tor_ 
v" ... t----t--i 
v" 
D 
E 
C 
o 
D 
E 
R 
DxaXTAL 
OUTPUT 
Figure 1.1 Block diagram of m-bit flash AID converter 
Despite these features, flash topologies suffer from a number of drawbacks due to massive paral-
lelism or lack of a front-end sampling circuit. Since the number of comparators grows exponentially 
with the resolution, these ADCs require excessively large power and area for resolutions above 8 bits. 
Furthermore, the large number of comparators gives rise to problems such as dc and ac deviation of 
the reference voltages generated by the ladder, large nonlinear input capacitance and kickback noise at 
the analog input. In addition, the lack of a front-end sample and hold amplifier makes the converter 
susceptible to sparkles and slew-dependent sampling points [22]. 
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1.2.2 Two-Step Architecture 
The exponential growth of power, area and input capacitance of flash converters as a function of 
of resolution makes them impractical for resolutions above 8 bits, calling for other architectures that 
provide a more relaxed trade-off among these parameters. Two-step architectures trade speed for power, 
area, and input capacitance [8] [13]. 
.ampl. 
" vin hold 
cear •• 
'-bit 
fluh 
ADC 
'-bit 
latch 
'-bit 
DAC 
Figure 1.2 Two-step AID converter structure 
Fin. 
'-bit 
flash 
ADC 
The two-step method uses a coarse and fine quantization to increase the resolution of the converter 
as shown in Figure 1.2. Consider, for example, an 8-bit system that uses a 4-bit coarse quantization. 
After the coarse quantization has been performed, the 4-bit digital data are converted into an analog 
value again using a 4-bit D I A converter. This analog value is subtracted from the input signal and the 
difference is applied to a 4-bit fine converter which generates the fine code. 
In this system an ideal coarse-fine signal level matching is expected. In practical applications, 
however, timing and accuracy limitations can result in conversion problems resulting in "missing" 
codes [19]. To avoid such a problem, the full-scale range of the fine converter is increased with respect 
to the LSB step size of the coarse system. In this way a compensation for errors between coarse and 
fine conversion is obtained. 
In this system only 40 comparators are needed to achieve 8-bit resolution. The (4-bit) D / A converter 
in these applications, however, needs to have an 8-bit accuracy and linearity to obtain the full 8-bit 
overall linearity. Furthermore, a sample-and-hold amplifier is needed to compensate for the time delay in 
the coarse quantization/reconstruction step. In this way the dynamic performance of the A/D converter 
is mostly determined by the performance of the sample-and-hold amplifier. 
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1.2.3 Successive ApproxinIation Architecture 
The successive approximation architecture is the best known and most commonly employed AID 
conversion technique. They are used to achieve relatively high resolution (13-15 bits) at conversion 
rates of lOOKHz-1MHz [23] [24]. 
Vin 
SIB 
Va 
Va 
Vin~-+ __ 4-____ ~===-__ __ 
1/2 
Digital Output 
N bit. 
Figure 1.3 Basic successive approximation AID converter 
The basic architecture of a successive approximation analog-to-digital converter is shown in Figure 
1.3. The basic converter consists of a comparator stage, the successive approximation register (SAR) 
and the D/A converter. A sample-and-hold and an anti-aliasing filter are added to limit the maximum 
analog input frequency and to convert the continuous time input signal into a discrete time signal. 
At the beginning of the conversion the MSB is switched on and the input signal is compared to the 
output signal of the DI A converter. When the input signal is larger than the output of the signal of 
the D/A converter, then the MSB remains on and the next bit is switched on and a comparison will be 
performed. A bit by bit operation is performed in this system to bring the D I A output signal within 
1 LSB to the time discrete input signal. In the lower part of the Figure 1.3 the conversion procedure 
as a function of bit weighing is shown. The output value in the Figure 1.3 equals 1011. A complete 
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conversion in this system requires N switching and comparison operations to convert the input signal 
into a N-bit digital output value. The conversion time equals: 
(1.2) 
The settling time is defined as the time required to settle within 1/2 LSB of the D I A converter. 
The linearity and accuracy of this system depends on the DI A converter [19]. 
1.2.4 Sigma-Delta AjD Converters 
In Figure 1.4 a general form of sigma-delta AID converter system is shown. The system uses a 
multi-bit quantizer (analog-to-digital converter) to reconstruct the analog signal. When multi-bit D/A 
converters are used to reconstruct the analog signal, then the linearity of such a converter is important. 
In case of high-resolution converters an accuracy problem in the D I A system is encountered. To 
overcome this accuracy problem a I-bit system is used. In a I-bit DI A converter the linearity is 
determined by the accuracy of the switching between the reference signals. If a high switching accuracy 
can be guaranteed, then a very linear system is obtained. From the input signal the output signal of 
the I-bit D I A converter is subtracted. The difference of these two signals is filtered by the loop filter, 
and the output signal of the loop filter is applied to the I-bit quantizer or AID converter. The clock 
frequency of the system is high compared to the maximum analog input frequency while the order of 
the loop filter determines the dynamic range of the system. The output of the I-bit AID converter is 
usually applied to a digital low-pass filter which rejects signals above the signal band of interest. Then 
sub-sampling or decimation is applied to obtain a multi-bit output code. The whole operation results 
in a binary-weighted digital output signal that can have a minimum sampling ratio equal to the twice 
the signal bandwidth [19]. 
1.2.5 Algorithmic AjD Converter 
A block diagram of the converter is shown in the Figure 1.5 [9]. The algorithmic AID converter 
consists of an analog signal loop which contains 
1) a sample-and-hold amplifier. 
2) a multiply-by-two amplifier 
3) a comparator, and a 
l-bit 
AID 
8 
Digital 
Low-Pa •• / 
I-..,..---..f o.cimator 
16bit. 
PCM 
output 
Figure 1.4 Sigma-delta A/D converter system 
4) reference subtraction circuit. 
The operation of the converter consists of first sampling the input signal onto the sample/hold 
amplifier. This is done by selecting the input signal instead ofthe loop signal using the select switch Sl. 
The input signal is then passed to the multiply-by-two amplifier where it is amplified. To extract the 
digital information from the input signal, the resultant signal, denoted Va, is compared to the reference. 
If it is larger than the reference, the corresponding bit is set to 1 and the reference is then subtracted 
off from Va. Otherwise, this bit is set to 0 and the signal Va is kept unchanged. The resultant signal, 
denoted Vb is then transferred, by means of switch SI, back into the analog loop for further processing. 
This process continues until the desired number of bits have been obtained, whereupon a new sampled 
value of the input signal will be processed. Thus, the digital data come out from the converter in a 
serial manner, most significant bit first. 
Va 
-, 
I 
I 
I 
I 
o--VIU 
Figure 1.5 Block diagram of the algorithmic A/D converter 
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The algorithmic A/D converter can be constructed with very little precision hardware. Its imple-
mentation in a monolithic technology can therefore be relatively area-sparing. It also possesses inherent 
sample/hold capability because the sample/hold amplifier is an integral part of the converter. 
1.2.6 Pipeline Converters 
Integral linearity of data converters usually depends on the matching and linearity of integrated 
resistors, capacitors, or current sources and is typically limited to approximately 10 bits with no cali-
bration. For higher resolutions means must be sought that can reliably correct nonlinearity errors. This 
is often accomplished by either improving the effective matching of individual devices or correcting the 
overall transfer characteristics. 
The concept of pipelining often used in digital circuits, can also be applied in the analog domain 
to achieve higher speed where several operations must be performed serially. Each stage of a pipelined 
converter consists of a sample-and-hold amplifier, a coarse flash ADC and DACs. The sample-and-hold 
amplifier samples the input signal and holds it for some time while the conversion is being performed. 
After the ADC output settles, a voltage determined by the ADC output code is subtracted (or added) 
from the sampled signal and the residue is calculated. This residue is then sampled by the sample-and-
hold amplifier of the next stage. Therefore the first stage operates on the most recent sample while the 
second stage operates on the residue of the previous stage and so on. 
Input Input 
SIB 
OUTPUT REGISTER 
Stag.I-...... ~ 
1 
Figure 1.6 Pipeline A/D converter 
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Figure 1.6 shows a general pipeline system. Here, each stage carries out an operation on a sample, 
provides the output for the following sampler, and, once that sampler has acquired the data, begins 
the same operation on the next sample. Thus at any given time, all the stages are processing different 
samples concurrently, and hence the throughput rate depends only on the speed of each stage and the 
acquisition time of the next sampler. In sharp contrast to the flash ADC structure, pipeline ADCs only 
require linear growth in hardware for increasing resolution. Adding another stage to the pipeline will 
increase the resolution by at least I-bit, depending on the resolution of the stage. 
While the concurrent operation of pipelined converters makes them attractive for high speeds, their 
linear processing of the analog input relies heavily on operational amplifiers, which are relatively slow 
building blocks in analog design. The maximum allowable gain error and nonlinearity of the sample-
and-hold amplifier in each stage is commensurate with the number of bits resolved afterward and must 
be maintained well below 1 LSB in the first few stages, thus mandating the use of high gain op amps 
in high resolution converters. Single-supply op amp designs with such gains and large output swings 
suffer from slew rate and phase margin degradation. 
The number of bits resolved in each stage and hence the number of stages of a pipe lined ADC depend 
on various considerations such as overall resolution, speed, and technology. Practical implementations 
vary from cascaded flash stages to I-bit-per-stage topologies, each of which has its own merits and 
drawbacks. This work will be concerned mostly with I-bit-per-stage implementation. 
1.3 Simulator Terms 
Most of the theory was developed and tested using a simulator, called SIMPAD which is explained 
in detail in Chapter 5. During this testing and developing phase SIMPAD itself was modified and 
features were added which expanded its capabilities. The results presented in the thesis were solely 
obtained from SIMPAD. As such, some of the terms used in the simulator need to be defined so that 
the experimental results can be better understood. 
Percentage Component Error: This is the percentage of error introduced in the DAC, flash ADC and 
the amplifier. This error is present in all the stages of the pipeline and is different for each stage. The 
error distribution can be either uniform or extreme. In extreme error, if the specified component error is 
1 %, then the error on each component would be either + 1 % or -1 %. In case of uniform error, a random 
number is generated (the probability of number being generated is uniformly distributed between the 
two extremes) which is then factored to the percentage value and is then applied to the components. 
For example, if an amplifier has an ideal gain of 2 and the component error is 1%, then the actual gain 
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of the amplifier will lie between 1.9 and 2.1. 
Percentage opamp non-linearity: It refers to the equivalent output-referred mid-point nonlinearity in-
troduced by the stage, expressed in fraction of the analog range. The nonlinearity may be either single 
bow or double bow. A more detailed explanation of the single bow and double bow nonlinearity is done 
in Chapter 5. 
1.4 Conclusion 
In this chapter an introduction to various ADC architectures was given and advantages and lim-
itations of different architectures was presented. In Chapter 2, pipeline architectures and accuracy 
bootstrapping algorithm are discussed in detail. The experimental results with simplified cell archi-
tecture , developed in association with Defense Systems Electronics Group of Texas Instruments, are 
presented and the conclusions from the results are also derived. In Chapter 3, the non-binary ar-
chitecture is explained and digital self-calibration is revisited. Building on the drawbacks of digital 
self-calibration algorithm, an improved algorithm for non-binary radix architecture called the Accuracy 
Bootstrapped Digital Self Calibration (ABDiSC) algorithm is proposed. In Chapter 4, experimental 
results comparing digital self-calibration and ABDiSC are presented. In Chapter 5, the software devel-
oped for the simulation of pipelined converters called SIMPAD is explained and some of its features are 
highlighted. In Chapter 6, conclusions are made and future direction of further research laid down. 
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2 PIPELINE ARCHITECTURES AND ACCURACY 
BOOTSTRAPPING 
In this chapter, pipeline architectures, the effect of errors on the transfer curve and a digital calibra-
tion algorithm referred to as accuracy bootstrapping which removes these errors is explained in detail. 
Results with a simplified cell architecture for the pipelined converter are presented. 
The three main components of a cell in a pipeline ADC and therefore the error sources are the 
flash A/D converter, the D/ A converter and the sample/hold amplifier as shown in Figure 2.1. These 
errors are classified as flash ADC errors, DAC errors and gain errors [31. The errors in the flash ADC 
are mainly due to comparator offsets and reference level errors. The errors in the DAC are mainly 
, due to the reference level errors and switch feed-through effects. Gain errors mainly occur because 
of capacitor mismatches and component mismatches. The sample/hold is usually implemented as a 
switched capacitor gain stage with gain being the ratio of two capacitors as shown in Figure 2.2. Since 
there is always capacitor mismatch, this contributes to the gain error.capacitors, commonly known as 
kT /C noise, also introduces errors at resolutions higher than 10 bits. 
Yin 
k-bit 
AID 
Sources of Error 
SIH 
Figure 2.1 Sources of error in a pipelined A/D converter 
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Vin 
Vref 
Vo 
Figure 2.2 Switched capacitor sample-and-hold 
2.1 Effect of Errors 
Figure 2.3(a) shows the ideal residue plot and the effects of principal errors on the residue plot [1]. 
The dashed box represents the reference boundary that passes through the coordinates ± Vref along the 
Vout axis and ±Vref along the \lin axis. Charge injection offset, Figure 2.3(b), causes a vertical shift 
of the residue plot. Near the major carry transition point, the residue exceeds the reference boundary 
resulting in missing decision levels. This is because the remaining pipeline section is saturated so that 
the output code does not change for the corresponding range of analog input. Near the major carry 
transition point, the residue minimum does not extend to - Vref resulting in a gap from the minimum 
to the reference boundary. As a result, missing codes result. This is because the full input range of the 
remaining pipeline section is not accessed. Comparator offset, Figure 2.3(c), causes a shift ofthe major 
carry transition point. This leads to the residue exceeding the reference boundary as well as leading to 
a gap to the reference boundary. Again, missing decision levels and missing codes result, respectively. 
Finally, capacitor mismatch, Figure 2.3(d), causes the residue to exceed the reference boundary near 
the major carry transition point resulting in missing decision levels. Capacitor mismatch could also 
lead to a gap from the residue extrema to the reference boundary near the major carry transition point 
in missing codes. 
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(+Vref, +Vref) 
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Ideal 
Charge injection offset 
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Yin Yin 
Comparator offset Capacitor mismatch 
(c) (d) 
Figure 2.3 Effect of errors on the transfer curve. Missing decision levels and codes 
are present 
2.2 ADC Calibration Techniques 
High resolution ADC's when limited by component mismatches or circuit nonidealities, have relied 
on corrective measures such as trimming or electronic calibration. In general, most high-resolution 
converters recently developed can be classified into two groups. One group uses various circuit techniques 
which correct nonlinearities in the analog domain while the other group uses calibration techniques 
which quantize nonlinearity errors in digital forms and removes these premeasured errors during normal 
conversion. In analog calibration, individual errors of the capacitors are measured and stored in memory 
during the calibration cycle, and then read from the memory to estimate residue errors during normal 
conversion. However, in digital calibration, after the digital output is obtained (which is uncalibrated), 
the code errors are subtracted from the digital output to obtain the calibrated digital output. 
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2.3 Accuracy Bootstrapping Algorithm 
The accuracy bootstrapping algorithm [2], [3] is a powerful technique for calibration of ADCs and 
best suited for multistage, pipelined converters with nominally identical stages. It corrects the most 
common causes of converter nonlinearity: errors on comparator trip points, incorrect DAC levels and 
incorrect amplifier gains. In the following sections, a mathematical description of the algorithm will be 
given. 
2.3.1 Mathematical Description 
Figure 2.4 shows a schematic of one converter stage. The input signal, Vin is compared against a 
number of reference levels, vref , using a flash converter. The output of the flash ADC is a digital code. 
The number of bits in the digital code depends upon the number of reference levels. If there are M com-
parators, then there will be M+l possible codes in thermometer format. The flash section is followed 
by a reconstructing digital/analog converter (DAC). Depending on the digital code, one out of M + 1 
possible voltages, V DAC, is subtracted from the input signal. The difference signal (V in - V DAC) is am-
plified by a sample/hold amplifier. The resulting signal is called the residue, v res = (V in - l'DAC) * A. 
This residue becomes the input voltage for the next stage. 
Vin 
Binary Code 
D 
A 
C 
Sill Amplifier 
Figure 2.4 Schematic of single converter stage 
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Figure 2.5 Pipeline stages 
For a pipeline with L stages shown in Figure 2.5, let 1 denote the Ith converter. Depending on the 
input voltage, each of the stages will have one of the following digital codes: 
CI = 0 far v,in < Vire![O] 
1 far v,re![O] < v,in < v,re! [1] I - I _ I 
where C/ is the digital code of stage I. 
For any given CI, a general equation can be written for the residue Vires as a function of l~in . 
Rearranging, 
Since the residue of one stage fOnTIS the input for the next stage, it is clear that 
v, in _ v,re6 1-1 - I 
Therefore the expression for the input voltage of stage I can be expanded to 
v,DAC[c] v,re6 
v,in = v,DAC[ctl + 1-1 1-1 + 1-1 
Al AIAI_l 
(2.1) 
(2.2) 
(2.3) 
(2.4) 
(2.5) 
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For the L stage pipeline the input voltage can be represented as 
AL A AL-l AL-l A v,re~ 
V In = VDAC_ + VDAC ____ + .... + v.DAC L + 0 (26) 
L-1 AL L-2 AL-l AL 0 AL-1 ... A1 A AL-l ... Ao . 
Equation (2.6) can be rewritten as 
Equation (2.8) expresses the conversion result in a recursive way. When translated into hardware, 
it results in identical logic for each stage. The digital output of the ADC can be written as 
Digital Output = [[[[[ W;;-1]A + Wl;-2]A + W;;-3]A + ... ]A + ~~]A (2.9) 
where W" called weight is the value of DAC for that stage. 
Comparing the above two equations 
(2.10) 
It is clear that the weight associated with each stage are nominally identical, and nominally equal 
to the V DAC values, since the correction factors -AA 'A A(~ etc are nominally equal to unity. In 
L-l L-l L-2 
practice, component variations are small and the values of weights will remain close to nominal. A more 
detailed explanation of the accuracy bootstrapping algorithm can be found in [3], [2]. 
2.3.2 Modified Architecture of the Single Cell 
From (2.9), a modified architecture of the single cell was developed (2], which is shown in Figure 
2.6. Depending on the value of cal, the input Vin or a fixed voltage VIi:!: can be input to the pipeline 
stage (cal is used for running the pipeline in calibration mode). Depending on the code output by the 
flash ADC one of the weights (W[O], W[I] or W[2]) stored in the RAM will be selected. The weights are 
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used as weighted coefficients whose sum is used to determine the' digital output code. As can be seen 
in the figure, the output of the RAM is divided by 2L and added to the output of the previous stage. 
This is then multiplied by 2 to give the output of the present stage. The digital hardware implements 
(2.9). Note that if A = 2, the multiplication and division can be done by simple shifting operations. 
Since the input range for all the stages is identical, the digital hardware can be duplicated from stage 
to stage. 
Vfix Ext 
ContJ:Ol 
-O.~SV (VDAC[O)} 
Figure 2.6 Single stage, modified for calibration 
Figure 2.6 also shows three voltage sources of values -O.25V, +O.5V and +O.5V. The two volt-
age sources of value +O.5V are termed as voltage increments and are represented as LlV/DAC [I) and 
Ll V/DAC [2] and the voltage source of -O.25V is represented as V/DAC[O]. Note that 
VzDAC[I] = V/DAC[O] + LlVzDAC[I] 
VzDAC[2] = ViDAC[O] + Ll ViDAC[I] + Ll ViDAC[2] 
(2.11) 
(2.12) 
The voltage increments are switched on by the switches SI and S2. From the Figure 2.6 it is clear that 
3 possible results/stage are possible. Thus bits per stage are 2 but only 3 out of four possible codes are 
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used. Also, since it has O.25V over range capability, it is in effect a 1.5 bits/stage architecture with 0.5 
bits ,overlap between stages. The calibration procedure is described in next section. 
2.3.3 Procedure for Calibration 
The basic idea of accuracy bootstrapping is to individually measure all the DAC levels of each 
converter stage i.e. points N1 and N2 shown in Figure 2.7, using the remaining stages of the pipeline. 
The measurements are used to update the values in the look-up tables (RAM in Figure 2.6) of that 
stage, and the process is repeated until each stage has been calibrated. The advantage of the algorithm 
is that it uses the hardware already present to do the calibration. Experimentally, it has been observed 
that the calibration results in an iterative numerical problem that converges to the result very fast. The 
procedure is as follows: 
(1) The values in the look-up table, called weights, are initialized to their nominal values. Since the 
weights are actually the value of the DAC's, they are initialized to -0.25V, D.25V and D.75V i.e. it is 
assumed that there are no errors in the DAC's. 
(2) The last stage is calibrated first. An analog input, Vjix is applied to the last stage, with the help of 
cal, while none of the voltage increments are enabled. Note that the voltage source of -0.25V (V DAC[O]) 
is always enabled. The output of this stage is connected to the input of the first stage (as shown in 
Figure 2.5) and this circular structure is used to determine the conversion result or digital code, called 
N l . 
(3) Continuing with the calibration of the last stage, the first voltage increment (~VoDAC[l]) is enabled 
by switch S1. The same circular structure is used to determine this conversion result, N2 • Next, the 
second voltage increment (~VoDAC[2]) is enabled, while the first is disabled, to obtain N3 . 
(4) The new weights for the last stage are then calculated. Wo[D] is fixed to its nominal value. The rest 
of the weights are calculated as follows. 
Wo[l] = Wo[O] + (Nl ~ N2 ) 
Wo[2] = Wo[l] + (Nt ~ N3 ) 
(2.13) 
(2.14) 
All the original (nominal) weights of the last stage are now replaced by the newly determined ones. 
This concludes the calibration of the last stage. The new weights reflect the values of the DAC's more 
accurately. 
(5) The procedure for calibrating stage 0 is now repeated to calibrate stage 1. The values N l , N2 and N3 
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are measured, using the converter formed by stages 0, L-1, L-2, ... 2 and the comparator of stage 1. The 
new values of WI [c] are calculated and updated. The same procedure is applied to stages I = 2 ..... L - 1 
i.e. the stage I is calibrated using the converter fonned by stages 1- 1,1- 2, ... L -1, .. Z. The previously 
calibrated stage is always the first (most significant) stage in the converter used to calibrate the next 
one. 
The calibration process stops once all the stages have been calibrated. 
Vref 
Nl 
1 
N 
o 
0.25 0.75 Yin 
Figure 2.7 DAC levels to be measured 
Correct calibration can be obtained even when the analog components of the pipeline are noisy. The 
influence of the noise upon the calculation of the weights can be reduced to an arbitrarily low level by 
averaging a number of successive measurements for each voltage increment or DAC value. 
2.3.4 Explanation for the Calibration Technique 
The fixed voltage VJiz is of value 0.25V. In the calibration procedure, first none of the voltage 
increments are enabled and the value NI is obtained, then the first voltage increment is enabled and 
value N2 is obtained and finally the second voltage increment is enabled (and the first one is disabled) 
and N3 is obtained. Mathematically, 
= (0.25 - ~DAC[O])AI 
N2 = (0.25 - v,DAC[O]_ ~~DAC[l])A, 
N3 = (0.25 - v,DAC[O]_ ~ ~DAC[2])AI 
(2.15) 
(2.16) 
(2.17) 
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In the first analysis, let us consider the ADC to full accuracy. Then the weights would be calculated as 
follows. For the stage 0 the weights would be 
(2.18) 
and 
(2.19) 
Therefore if there was no error in calculating the final result in the ADC, 
(2.20) 
(2.21) 
Rewriting (2.18) and (2.19) we have, 
Wo[1] (2.22) 
Wo[2] (2.23) 
In the ideal case i.e. when there are no component errors then A, is equal to nominal A and the 
terms Nl - N2 and Nl - N3 give the exact value ofthe voltage increments 6VoDAC[1] and 6VODAC[2], 
respectively. As a result (2.22) and (2.23) are exactly equal to (2.11) and (2.12). 
A more detailed analysis of the properties of accuracy bootstrapping algorithm in non-ideal cases 
can be found in [25]. 
2.4 Simplified Cell Architecture 
2.4.1 Operation of the Single Stage 
The architecture of the single stage of the pipelined analog-to-digital converter is shown in Figure 
2.8. It consists of two comparators of value ±0.25V (±VreJ /2), two latches, some decoding logic, two 
voltage sources of value ±0.5V (±VreJ), a summer and an amplifier with a gain of 2. The nominal input 
range ofa single stage is between -0.5V to 0.5 V (-VreJ to +VreJ). The transfer curve for the single 
stage is shown in Figure 2.9. When the input is between -0.5V to -0.25V (region "00"), E1 is enabled 
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and a voltage equivalent to EI is added to the input. When the input voltage is between -O.25V to 
+O.25V (region "10"), none of the voltage sources is enabled and the input voltage is passed through 
i.e. subtract zero from the input. When the input is greater than O.25V (region "11"), then the voltage 
source E2 is enabled and a voltage equivalent to E2 is subtracted from the input. 
Since accuracy bootstrapping has proved to be a very useful technique for calibration we have used it 
for calibration here also. For calibration, the points NO, NI, N2 and N3 need to be determined as shown 
in the Figure 2.9. When compared to the architecture described in [2], it has reduced hardware - two 
reference voltages compared to three, and two look-up table registers compared to three, at each stage. 
Moreover it has a range of ±O.5V. On the other hand, for calibration of each stage, four measurements 
are needed compared to three. But that does not effect the performance of the converter in real time 
as the calibration measurements need not be done on the fly. 
..Q.5VTO+QJV 
USlDUE 
It.STOa-. 
CHI,/J.U 
Figure 2.8 Simplified cell architecture 
2.4.2 Passing Zero 
When the input voltage is between -O.25V to +O.25V (region "10"), none of the voltage sources is 
enabled and the input voltage is passed through i.e. zero is subtracted from the input. The issue that 
was left to be decided was how to pass a zero i.e. how to subtract zero in the analog domain and its 
effect in the digital domain, during calibration. Ideally the equation for Vres during calibration would 
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Figure 2.9 Transfer characteristic 
be, 
Vres = V/ix - 0 (2.24) 
The following options were considered to subtract zero in the analog domain and represent it in the 
digital domain: 
Option 1: 
During Calibration => V/ ix - Ground 
In Analog Domain => "'in - Ground 
In Digital Domain => 0 
Option 2: 
During Calibration => V/ ix - Ground 
In Analog Domain => "'in - Ground 
In Digital Domain => WO + Wi 
Option 3: 
During Calibration => V/ ix - Ground 
In Analog Domain =:} ~n - DACO - DACI 
In Digital Domain =:} WO + WI 
Option 4: 
During Calibration =:} VJiX - DACO - DACI 
In Analog Domain =:} ~n - Ground 
In Digital Domain =:} WO + WI 
Option 5: 
During Calibration =:} V/ ix - DACO - DACI 
In Analog Domain =:} ~n - DACO - DACI 
In Digital Domain =:} WO + WI 
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The reason the calibration operation is considered separately even though it comes in the analog 
domain was the fact that its operation can be independent of the input signal. In the above options 
V - Ground was used to simulate the fact that subtracting zero from the input voltage is equivalent 
to grounding the capacitors used for sampling the reference voltages. Since there is going to be some 
residual charge left on the capacitor, this subtraction is not going to be perfect. Therefore, some random 
value equal to the charge left on the capacitor has to be subtracted during the simulation. This value 
of the ground called "random.zero" in our simulations was assumed to be about the same magnitude as 
the error on the DACs (of course, the value ofrandom error for the DAC and the value of random.zero 
were different). Moreover the value of random.zero was assumed to be different for each stage. 
Instead of grounding one of the capacitors we can also enable both the voltage sources as their ideal 
sum is zero. So V - DAC[Oj- DAC[lj is used to simulate the fact that both the voltage sources are 
enabled. This can be done either only during calibration or only during the normal operation or at all 
times. 
When the output of the flash AID is "00" , W[Oj is added to the digital input of Figure 2.9. If the 
output is "11", W[lj is added to the digital input. When the output of the flash AID is "10" then 0 is 
added to the digital input. This is shown as a simple zero in the digital domain. In the above options a 
zero in the digital domain indicates that nothing is being added to the digital input of Figure 2.8. On 
the other hand, W[Oj and W[lj when added should yield zero under ideal conditions, then this sum can 
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be added to the digital input. This is represented by W[O]+ W[I] in the digital domain. 
The results for each of the options and the explanation of the results is given in the next section. 
2.5 Results with Different Options 
A random error of 1 % of full scale value was applied to each of the components of a 12-bit pipelined 
converter and then a linear sweep was performed. Then the converter was calibrated using accuracy 
bootstrapping and the linear sweep was performed again. For each option, the results were obtained for 
two different converters. The results are shown in Table 2.1. The first column , "Option", stands for 
the options described in the previous section; column "Linear Sweep" stands for the number of linear 
sweep. For each linear sweep, maximum INL and DNL was calculated before calibration and are shown 
in columns 3 and 4. After calibration, another linear sweep was performed and ma}':imum INL and 
DNL was obtained which is shown in columns 5 and 6. 
We can clearly see from the Table 2.1 that if we enable the two DACs and use them as zero instead 
of grounding one of the capacitors, then we get better results. An explanation of these results is given 
in the next section. 
Table 2.1 Results for unca1ibrated and calibrated pipeline with different options 
Option Linear Sweep Max.INL(LSB) Max.DNL(LSB) Max.INL(LSB) Max.DNL(LSB) 
Before Before After After 
Calibration Calibration Calibration Calibration 
Option 1 1 50.3914 35.5733 93.7588 71.6894 
Option 1 2 -26.2272 -24.8607 -45.4635 37.5297 
Option 2 1 25.0508 30.3456 -31.8691 26.4825 
Option 2 2 -24.9460 -31.8399 -16.0252 -12.9485 
Option 3 1 29.8472 27.2701 17.6909 -9.7212 
Option 3 2 30.1227 -39.1311 -18.4298 -15.7671 
Option 4 1 24.1238 32.2601 46.7047 27.2160 
Option 4 2 -31.0528 -46.9728 52.9695 52.8286 
Option 5 1 42.5345 58.1017 -0.9121 1.0230 
Option 5 2 21.9081 26.0422 -1.0426 0.9904 
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2.6 Explanation of the Results 
In this section, the error due to grounding the capacitor will be referred to as 80, which stands for 
a random number close to zero, but not zero. So V - Ground will be written as V - 80. 
rr 80 is used for calibration, then 
where 
V/ iz1 = -0.25V 
V/iZ2 = +0.25V 
DO= DAC[O] 
8DO = error on DAC[O} 
DI = DAC[I] 
8DI = error on DAC[I] 
NO = V/iz1 - 80 
NI = V/ iZ1 - DO - 8DO 
N2 = V/iz2 - 80 
N3 = V/ iz2 - DI - 8DI 
NO,NI,N2,N3 are the points as shown in Figure 2.9. 
Therefore, 
WO= NO- NI 
WI=N2-N3 
Rewriting WO and WI in it's components, we have 
WO = DO + 8DO - 80 
WI = DI + 8DI - 80 
(2.25) 
(2.26) 
(2.27) 
(2.28) 
(2.29) 
(2.30) 
(2.31) 
(2.32) 
The above two equations will also have a gain error tenn which has been removed for simplicity without 
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any loss of generality. 
It is clear from the above equations that every time the DACs are calibrated by grounding one of 
the capacitors, an error tenn of some finite value, shown as 80 is added to the calibrated weight of the 
DACs. Therefore the calibrated value has an error. 
On the other hand, if both the DACs are enabled for calibration, then 
NO = Vjixl - DO - 8DO - Dl - 8Dl 
Nl = V/ ix1 - DO - 8DO 
N2 = Vjix2 - DO - 8DO - Dl - 8Dl 
N3 = V jix2 - Dl - 8Dl 
As a result, the weights now are obtained as shown below: 
WO = N3 - N2 = DO - c5DO 
WI = Nl - NO = Dl - c5Dl 
(2.33) 
(2.34) 
(2.35) 
(2.36) 
(2.37) 
(2.38) 
One can see now that during calibration, if zero has to be subtracted, then enabling both the DACs 
gives the right result as the calibrated weights do not contain any error terms present in 2.30 and 2.31. 
A summary of all the options and cause of errors is shown below: 
Option 1: 
During Calibration:::::} V/ ix - c50 
In Analog Domain :::::} \lin - 80 
In Digital Domain:::::} 0 
Cause of Errors: 1) Calibration procedure adds a c50 to the weights. 2) Though we are subtracting 
80 in the analog domain, we are adding an ideal zero to the digital code. 
Option 2: 
During Calibration:::::} V/ ix - 80 
In Analog Domain => Yin - 80 
In Digital Domain => WO + WI 
28 
Cause of Errors: 1) Calibration procedure adds a 80 to the weights. 2) A value equal to 80 is be-
ing subtracted in analog domain, and the value that is added in digital domain is WO + WI which is 
random with respect to 80. 
Option 3: 
During Calibration => Vliz - 80 
During Normal Operation => Yin - DACO - DACI 
In Digital Domain => WO + WI 
Cause of Errors: 1) Calibration procedure adds a 80 to the weights. 
Option 4: 
During Calibration => Vliz - DACO - DACI 
In Analog Domain => Yin - 80 
In Digital Domain => WO + WI 
Cause of Errors: 1) A value equal to 80 is being subtracted in analog domain, and the value that 
is added in digital domain is WO + WI which is random with respect to 80. 
Option 5: 
During Calibration => Vjiz - DACO - DACI 
In Analog Operation => Yin - DACO - DACI 
In Digital Domain => WO + WI 
This works because the calibration is right and the value being subtracted in the analog domain is 
the value being added in the digital domain. 
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2.7 Calibration Results for the Single Pipeline 
With the insight gained in previous two sections the pipeline was calibrated by accuracy bootstrap-
ping, enabling both the voltage sources whenever zero needed to be subtracted from the input voltage. 
In the digital domain, both the weights, W[O] and W[I] will have to be added to the digital input of 
Figure 2.8. Figure 2.10 shows the transfer characteristic of an uncalibrated 16-bit ADC having 1% 
component error. Figure 2.11 and Figure 2.12 show the DNL and INL plot of the uncalibrated ADC, 
respectively. The transfer characteristic after calibration is shown in Figure 2.13, the DNL plot is shown 
in Figure 2.14 and the INL plot is shown in Figure 2.15. 
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Figure 2.10 Output of the uncalibrated 16-bit ADC 
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2.8 Calibration Results with the Parallel Pipeline 
The accuracy bootstrapping algorithm with modifications as developed in previous sections, and 
Global Matching Algorithm [25] were then applied to a four pipe parallel 16-bit AID converter shown 
in Figure 2.16. In the Global Matching Algorithm (GMA), the bulk of the linearization is done by 
accuracy bootstrapping and the pipes (each of which has been already calibrated) are used to linearize 
the resulting curve. If the transfer characteristic of each of the ADC was linear with around 1 LSB 
of INL and DNL error, then the slope and intercept of each transfer characteristic can be calculated 
and then normalized with respect to a fixed characteristic. Since the INL and DNL of each of the 
pipes is linear to an INL and DNL error of 1 LSB at the 16-bit level, the resulting normalized curve 
would also be linear to INL and DNL errors of around 1 LSB (assuming that the slope and intercept 
are calculated correctly). The slope and intercept are calculated' by two point measurement. A more 
detailed explanation of the GMA with the results can be found in [25]. 
2.8.1 Result of the Linear Sweep 
The transfer characteristic of an uncalibrated four pipe parallel 16-bit ADC with 1% component 
errors is shown in Figure 2.17. The maximum DNL with the uncalibrated ADC was 555.6079 LSB and 
maximum INL was 550.0792 LSB. After calibration, a linear transfer characteristic was obtained and 
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Figure 2.16 A four pipe parallel 16-bit ADC 
is shown in Figure 2.18. The corresponding DNL and INL measurements are shown in Figure 2.19 and 
Figure 2.20, respectively. The maximum DNL after calibration is 0.9 LSB and maximum INL is 0.9 
LSB. 
2.8.2 Result of the Sinusoidal Sweep - FFT 
Two types of tests were performed on the parallel pipes. The first one is called single tone testing and 
the second one, two tone testing. In single tone testing the input signal contains a single sinusoid, and 
in our case it was of frequency 1.50390625 MHz. Single tone testing is used to test the spectral purity 
of the ADC output. In two tone testing the input signal contains two sinusoids, where the frequency of 
the two sinusoids are not a rational multiple of each other. Two tone testing is performed as it is often 
useful to measure the third order inter-modulation products for two sine-waves of frequency hand 12 
[34]. These products occur at frequencies 2h + 12,212 + h, 2h - 12,212 - h. Most inter-modulation 
products can be filtered out. However, if the two tones are of similar frequencies, the third order inter-
modulation product (2h - 12,212 - h) will be very close to the fundamental frequencies and cannot 
be easily filtered [34J. For the two tone testing the frequencies where 1.50390625 MHz and 2.36328125 
MHz. The two tone tests help in determining the Spurious Free Dynamic Range (SFDR) which are 
important in communication applications as it is often desired to know the maximum ratio achievable 
between the amplitude of the input signal and the amplitude of the maximum spur. As an example, 
34 
both the tests were performed on 2 pipe and 4 pipe AID Converters. 
Figure 2.21 shows the FFT of the input, for single tone testing, to a four pipe parallel 16-bit ADC 
having 1 % component error and no opamp nonlinearity. Figure 2.22 shows the FFT of the output of the 
ADC with no calibration, Figure 2.23 shows the FFT of the output with accuracy bootstrapped pipes 
and Figure 2.24 shows the FFT of the output with global matching. The SFDR for the ADC is 110 dB. 
Single tone testing was also performed on a two pipe parallel 16-bit ADC. Figure 2.25 shows the FFT of 
the single tone input to the ADC. Figure 2.26 shows the FFT of the output with no calibration. Figure 
2.27 shows the FFT of the output with accuracy bootstrapped pipes and Figure 2.28 shows the output 
with global matching. The SF DR for this ADC is 115 dB. Figure 2.29 shows the FFT of the input, 
for two tone testing, to a four pipe parallel 16-bit ADC having 1% component error and no opamp 
nonlinearity. Figure 2.30 shows the FFT of the output of the ADC without calibration, Figure 2.31 
with accuracy bootstrapped pipes and Figure 2.32 with global matching. The SFDR of the four pipe 
16-bit ADC is 110 dB. The two tone testing was then performed on a four pipe parallel 16-bit ADC 
having 0.1% opamp nonlinearity in addition to the 1% component error. Figure 2.33 shows the FFT of 
the input, Figure 2.34 shows the FFT of the output of the ADC without calibration, Figure 2.35 with 
accuracy bootstrapped pipes and Figure 2.36 with global matching. With a 0.1% opamp nonlinearity 
the SFDR of the four pipe 16-bit ADC falls down to 22 dB. 
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Figure 2.21 FFT of the input with no oparnp nonlinearity 
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2.9 Conclusion 
A new architecture for accuracy bootstrapping called "simplified cell architecture" was analyzed 
and experiments were performed with it. The simplified architecture has less hardware. Each stage has 
one less voltage source and one less look up table memory. But one extra measurement is needed for 
calibration compared to previous architecture. Our analysis showed that direct application of accuracy 
bootstrapping was not advantageous as it does not take into consideration the effect of non-ideal zero. 
So the calibration was modified so that the nonidealities due to non-ideal zero can be removed. It 
should be noted that even though one extra measurement is required for calibration, it does not in 
anyway compromise the speed of the converter. The speed of the converter is, however, reduced due 
to more complex logic circuitry but it is balanced by the fact that there are only two look-up tables at 
each stage compared to three in previous architecture. 
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Figure 2.34 FFT ofthe output with no calibration (opamp nonlinearity = 0.1%) 
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3 NON-BINARY RADIX ALGORITHM 
3.1 Introduction 
The algorithm discussed here is a digital self-calibration technique and is based on a radix: 1.93 and 
one comparator per stage conversion algorithm [1]. The digital calibration automatically accounts for 
some capacitor mismatch, capacitor nonlinearity contributing to DNL, charge injection, finite opamp 
gain, and comparator offsets. In I-bit-per-stage pipeline ADC, missing decision levels result when 
the input of any of the stage exceeds the full scale due to the component nonlinearities. The missing 
decision levels cannot be removed by digital calibration alone. Missing decision levels can be eliminated, 
however, by using gain less than 2 and two to three more stages of the pipeline, which gives enough 
redundancy in the analog decision levels. With gain less than 2, missing codes are introduced, rather 
than missing decision levels. The missing codes that result with a gain less than 2 are eliminated by 
digital calibration. 
3.2 Architecture of a Single Cell 
Figure 3.1 shows the architecture of a single cell. There is a sample-and-hold amplifier which has 
a gain of 1.93, a comparator which trips at 0 and two DAC levels (±Vref ). Vin is the input voltage to 
the cell, Vout the output residue of the cell, Din the input digital bit used to select a reference voltage 
and Dout the output digital bit of the stage. D(i) stands for the output digital word of the converter 
for the ith stage. The output of the basic cell is given by the following equations: 
Vout = A * Yin - Vref if Din = 0 
A * Yin + Vref if Din = 1 
where A is the gain of the amplifier. 
(3.1) 
(3.2) 
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3.3 Digital Output Reduction Method 
Since a non-radix-2 architecture has non-uniform decision levels, a uniform decision level spacing 
no wider than 1 LSB must be defined for calculating INL and DNL, at the intended resolution. The 
concept of digital output reduction is shown in the Figure 3.2. The ideal unreduced and actual unreduced 
decision level locations are shown first. The ideal reduced and actual reduced decision level are shown 
next. It is clear from Figure 3.2 that actual reduced decision level spacing is more uniform than actual 
unreduced decision level. This improves the INL and DNL values. When using this method, the step 
size of the linear sweep needs to be smaller then 1 LSB. Every input for which the output code changes 
indicates a decision level. This is the unreduced decision level which is not uniform. The unreduced 
decision levels are then averaged by a factor determined by the user. In the calculations performed in 
this thesis, the averaging factor was 4. It is not necessary that the averaging factor be a power of 2. 
Mathematically it can be written as [33]: 
1 (k+l)L-l 
RDNL(k) = L E DNL(i) (3.3) 
i=kL 
RINL(k) 1 = LIN L«k + I)L - 1) (3.4) 
where L is the averaging factor, DNL(k) and INL(k) are the actual unreduced DNL and INL, 
RDNL(k) and RINL(k) are the actual reduced DNL and INL. 
ideal 
unreduced 
actual 
unreduced 
ideal 
reduced 
actuaI 
reduced 
1 1 
:1 
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Figure 3.2 Decision level locations for unreduced and reduced ADC output 
3.4 Derivation of the Digital Self Calibration Algorithm 
Figure 3.3 shows an ideal pipeline with all the stages having a gain of 2 [1]. The idealized structure 
is shown with an analog input lIin, a digital input Din, an analog output Vout and a digital output 
Dout . The output bit Dout when concatenated to resultant digital code of the last six stages fonus 
quantity X. This quantity X represents the quantization of the residue Vout . The digital input Din has 
the quantity X concatenated to result in the quantity Din: X. This quantity Din: X represents the 
quantization of the input lIin. The residue plot is shown for two cases Din = 0 and Din = 1. The 
transfer characteristic is also shown with Din: X plotted against lIin. In this ideal pipeline ADC, the 
transfer characteristics are perfectly linear. 
In Figure 3.4, the input stage of Figure 3.3 is replaced by an amplifier of gain G < 2 and the 
remaining last 6 stages have a gain, G = 2. The residue plot of this structure clearly indicates that the 
residue Vout is contained within the reference boundary box. The transfer characteristic is composed of 
two linear regions, corresponding to Din = 0 and Din = 1, respectively, that are disjoint near lIin = o. 
Notice that there is a sudden change in code near lIin = O. As a result, missing codes result in this 
region. 
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Table 3.1 Digital output of Vin with all 
stages having a gain of G = 2 
I Yin I Vont I Din I X I Din:X I 
+Vref +Vref 1 127 255 
1 126 254 
1 1 129 
0 -Vref 1 0 128 
0 +Vref 0 127 127 
0 126 126 
0 1 1 
-Vref -Vref 0 0 0 
Table 3.1 illustrates the output parameters of an ideal pipeline section with G = 2 as a function of 
Yin [33]. This table corresponds to Figure 3.3. Notice that X repeats for Din = 0 and Din = 1. This 
is because X represents the quantization of the residue Vout . The key point is to note that the output 
Din: X has no missing codes and count from 0 to 28 - 1 = 255. 
Table 3.2 Digital output of Vin with in-
put stage G < 2 
Yin Vont I Din I X I Din:X I 
+Vref < +Vref 1 125 253 
1 124 252 
1 3 131 
0 > -Vref 1 2 130 
0 < +Vref 0 125 125 
0 124 124 
0 3 3 
-Vref > -Vref 0 2 2 
Table 3.2 illustrates the output parameters of a pipeline section with the input stage G < 2 as a 
function of Yin [33]. This table corresponds to Figure 3.4. In this case, it is seen that X does not 
reach the maximum or minimum value possible because the gain is reduced in the input stage. Thus 
Din: X has missing codes at the major carry transition point. This observation is central to the digital 
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self-calibration scheme. The quantity Din: X can be remapped to eliminate the missing codes without 
affecting decision levels. The interpretation of the output Din: X is that the input stage structure joins 
the two halfs of the residue plot together. Thus, the decision level spacing is essentially not affected. 
The reduced gain of the input stage means only that fewer than the maximum possible number of 
decision levels are accessed. 
Table 3.3 Digital output of Yin with input stage 
G < 2 and digital calibration applied. 
Vin Vont I Din I X I Din:X I y I 
+Vref < +Vref 1 125 253 248 
1 124 252 247 
1 3 131 126 
0 > -Vref 1 2 130 125 
0 < +Vref 0 125 125 125 
0 124 124 124 
0 3 3 3 
-Vref > -Vref 0 2 2 2 
Table 3.3 illustrates the output parameters of a pipeline section with input stage G < 2 and digital 
self-calibration system employed as a function of Vin [33]. This table corresponds to Figure 3.5. The 
digital calibration logic accepts two inputs Din and X. The output Y is the calibrated output. The 
digital calibration logic accepts two inputs SI and 82 which are digitized residue extrema indicated in 
Figure 3.5. Notice that the calibrated output has no missing codes. This is performed by arranging 
the output Y to count with X for Din = 0 and to continue counting for Din = 1. This eliminates the 
missing codes. 
3.4.1 The Digital Self Calibration Algorithm 
The digital self-calibration algorithm can now be simply stated as [1], [33]: 
y = X, if Din = 0 (3.5) 
(3.6) 
There is no explicit digital multiplication needed for calibration. From Table 3.3, it is seen that 
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S1 = 125 and S2 = 2. As a result, S1 - S2 = 123. With Din = 0, the output Y counts from 2 to 125. 
When Din = 1, the output Y becomes X + 123 which begins at 125. The output continues to 248. If 
desired, the offset can be removed at this stage by determining So = 2 and subtracting So from Y. This 
would result in an output range from 0 to 246. 
Vin Vout 
IIX2 11%2 
Din STAOE 11 Dout STAOES 12-,.17 0<2 0-2 
"V 1 )"5 
,,~ 1 
Din ~ X 
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D~D.1 f 
----_ .... 
Figure 3.5 Pipeline ADC with digital calibration applied to the 
eleventh stage 
In order to obtain S1 for a particular stage, the analog input is grounded and the input bit is forced 
to be 0 and the residue from the stage is quantized using the successive pipeline stages. In order to 
obtain S2 for a particular stage, the analog input is grounded and the input bit is forced to be 1 and 
the residue from the stage is quantized using the successive pipeline stages. 
With the digital calibration of the one G < 2 stage accomplished, the digital calibration of higher 
levels can proceed as shown in Figure 3.6. The system within the dashed box has been of principal 
interest thus far. The last six stages with nominal gain of 2 and the digital calibration logic were used 
to calibrate stage 11. The calibrated system within the dashed box is now used as an ADC to measure 
stage 10. Calibration constants S1 and S2 for stage 10 are determined in a similar manner as for stage 
11. The digital calibration logic system for stage 10 follows the same algorithm as for stage 11. The 
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Figure 3.6 Digital calibration of higher level stages 
calibrated system leading with stage 10 can then be used to calibrate stage 9. This process continues 
to the first stage. In this way the entire pipeline is calibrated. 
3.5 Accuracy Bootstrapped Digital Self Calibration (ABDiSC) 
In the digital self-calibration algorithm described in the previous section, when a stage is being 
calibrated, only those stages which are downstream of the calibration stage are being used. In accuracy 
bootstrapping, the algorithm makes use of all the stages for calibration i.e all the stages of the pipeline 
are being used for calibration and not just the downstream stages. Since all the stages are being used, 
the calibration results for each stage are more accurate thereby improving the overall linearity of the 
ADC. By bootstrapping the last stage of the pipeline to the first stage, all the stages of the pipeline 
can be used. This is the basic difference between the digital self-calibration and ABDiSC. Notice that 
the only expense on this account are some switches which are needed to connect the last stage to the 
first. 
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3.5.1 The ABDiSC Algorithm 
The new algorithm for calibration is as shown below: 
if (calibrating stages with gain = 2 ) 
{ 
switch all the stages to gain = 2; 
apply accuracy bootstrapping; 
update the weights; 
} 
else if (calibrating stages with gain < 2) 
{ 
switch all stages upstream of the stage being calibrated to gain = 2; 
apply accuracy bootstrapping; 
update the weights; 
} 
When the stages with gain = 2 are being calibrated, their weights need to be as close as possible 
to ±Vre!. Therefore all the stages need to have a gain of 2 as shown in Figure 3.7. When the stages 
with gain < 2 are being calibrated, those stages with gain < 2 and are upstream of the stage being 
calibrated should be switched to a gain of 2. Those stages which are downstream of the stage being 
calibrated, and have a gain < 2 should not be switched to a gain of 2 as shown in Figure 3.8. 
G<2 H G<2 H G<2 H G<2 ~---1 G=2 H G=2 H G=2 
Stage 1 Stage 2 Stage 3 Stage 4 Stage 15 Stage 16 Stage 17 
r-----------------------------------~ 
I I L1 G=2 H G=2 H G=2 H S-2 ~---G_GGJ 
Stage 1 Stage 2 Stage 3 Stage 4 Stage 15 Stage 16 Stage 17 
Figure 3.7 Calibration of stage with gain of 2 
r 
I 
L 
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3.5.2 Proof of the Algorithm 
The proof of the algorithm is a direct consequence of the results derived in Section 2.2.2 and were 
originally derived in [25]. It is presented here again for the purpose of completeness. 
Let +Vre/ and -Vre/ be represented by Vre / 1 and V re/ 2 • The input voltage to the ADC can be 
written as: 
\lin = L Vre/ 1 (li) + L Vre/ 2 (li) 
"orne i(D=l) other i(D=O) 
= L (Vre/1 - Vre/ 2 ) (li) + 2: Vre/ 2 (li) 
"orne i(D=l) 0.11 i 
which can be expressed as 
where 
Ideal Result = L (Vre/l - Vre /2) (li) - canstant 
"orne i(D=l) 
Ai is the product AoA1 ... AL-l since i=L-I. 
Considering the first stage, 
8 1 - 82 _ Vre / 1 - Vre / 2 AL-l - AL-l 
(3.7) 
(3.8) 
(3.9) 
(3.10) 
and comparing it with the ideal result vA'I~~:'A~2, the overestimation is AL~:~:Ao. Call the overesti-
mation as k. 
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Considering the second stage, 
81 - 82 _ Vre / 1 - Vre / 2 
AL-2 - AL-2 (3.11) 
We see that the overestimation in the second stage is due to the fact the weights of stage 0 are being 
used for calibration and the overestimation that will occur because of using the nominal value of the 
gain .i.e A. The overestimation due to stage 0 is ~o. The overestimation due to the difference from 
ideal weights is AL-~~~~2Al . Therefore the overestimation is k for all the stages. The result then is 
= L (Vre/1 - Vre/ 2 ) (~i) 
.ome i(D=l) 
= k(ideal result + ronstant) 
= k(ideal result + offset) 
Thus, the digital output of the ADC is 
Digital Output = L (81 - 82) (~i) 
all term. 
3.5.3 An Intuitive Explanation 
(3.12) 
(3.13) 
(3.14) 
(3.15) 
As can be seen in Table 3.2, at the major carry transition point the digital code changes by more 
than an Isb. If we look at the individual bits, then at each major carry transition point the MSB changes 
from '0' to 'I'. The digital code for 125 at 8-bits is "01111101" and for 130 is "10000010". The 8-bit 
ADC is linear for the last seven stages. Hence the weight associated with each bit for those last seven 
stages should be ±Vre/. But for the MSB or the 8th bit the weight has to be less than -Vref - so as to 
compensate for the jump in code. As a result the weight assigned to the 8th bit is less than -Vref-. 
The weight that is assigned to W[ 0] for bit '0' is obtained by measuring the value of - Vre / using the 
pipeline and the weight assigned to W[l] for bit 'I' is obtained by measuring +Vref using the pipeline. 
Due to the gain < 2 stages the values of the of ±Vref are going to come out less than -Vre/-, which 
is what it should be. As we continue this process for higher number of bits the weight assigned to each 
higher stage (i.e. upstream stage) is going to decrease. When all the stages are calibrated the updated 
weights can adjust the jumps in codes and the whole pipeline becomes linear. 
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3.6 Conclusion 
In this chapter an introduction to digital self-calibration for non-binary radix architecture was given. 
An explanation of how the algorithm eliminates the missing codes was detailed. A new algorithm 
which uses both the concepts of digital self-calibration and accuracy bootstrapping called ABDiSC was 
proposed and was shown to achieve better accuracy. 
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4 EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS 
The most important specifications of an ADC are the INL and DNL specifications. The offset and 
gain specifications are not critical as they as they can be removed, either by hardware or software. INL 
and DNL represent irreducible errors. The linearity of an AjD converter can be found by performing a 
linear sweep which gives its DNL and INL characteristics. The DNL is a measure of the ADCs resolution 
whereas the INL is a measure of the overall accuracy of the ADC. For communication applications, it 
is important to determine the performance of the ADC in frequency domain. The frequency domain 
specifications of the ADC can be obtained by single and two tone testing. 
4.1 Results of the Linear Sweep 
A linear sweep was performed on a 16 stage AjD converter having 10 stages of G = 1.93 and 6 
stages of G = 2. The results were obtained for both digital self-calibration and ABDiSC. Figure 4.1 
shows the transfer characteristic of the converter with 1% component error (described in section 1.3 in 
Chapter 1). Figure 4.2 shows the transfer characteristic after the converter was calibrated using digital 
self-calibration. Figure 4.3 and Figure 4.4 show the DNL and INL plots with digital self-calibration. 
The maximum value of the DNL is 0.52 LSB and the maximum value of INL is 1.21 LSB. Figure 4.5 
shows the transfer characteristic of the converter after it was calibrated using ABDiSC. Figure 4.6 shows 
the DNL plot of the ABDiSC calibrated converter and Figure 4.7 shows the INL plot. The maximum 
value of DNL is -0.35 LSB and the maximum value of INL is 0.55 LSB. The tests were repeated for 
another 16 stage ADC with 2% component errors. Figure 4.8 shows the transfer characteristic of the 
converter calibrated with digital self-calibration, Figure 4.9 shows the DNL plot and Figure 4.10 shows 
the INL plot. The maximum value of DNL is 1.45 LSB and the maximum value of INL is 2 LSB. The 
transfer characteristic of the converter after it was calibrated using ABDiSC is shown in Figure 4.11. 
The corresponding DNL plot is shown in Figure 4.12 and the INL plot is shown in Figure 4.13. The 
maximum value of DNL is 0.35 LSB and the maximum value of INL is 1.05 LSB. These figures clearly 
demonstrate the fact that ABDiSC performs better than digital self-calibration. 
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16 Slage ADC - INL with maximum 1% error and Cydic Calibralion 
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Figure 4.13 INL of a 16 stage ADC with 2% error and ABDiSC calibrated 
4.2 Statistical Testing 
A statistical experiment with 30 runs was also performed on a 12 stage converter with 6 stages of G 
= 1.93 and 6 stages of G = 2. The tests were performed with both methods of calculating the INL and 
DNL, the digital output reduction method (which has been explained in Chapter 3) and the end points 
method. For each run, an error of 1% randomly distributed on the components was generated. Then 
the converter was calibrated using ABDiSC and INL and DNL calculated. Then the converter was 
de-calibmted i.e. all the effects of calibration were removed so that the net result was a converter with 
only the original component errors. It was then calibrated using digital self-calibration, called DSC in 
the figures. The error generated in each run was unrelated to the error generated in the next run i.e. 
it was completely random and hence might be same as the previous one or not. Figure 4.14 shows the 
DNL plot and Figure 4.15 shows the INL plot of 30 runs obtained with the digital output reduction 
method. The y-axis denotes the absolute value of the maximum DNL and maximum INL, respectively, 
whereas the x-axis denotes the run count. Figure 4.16 shows the DNL plot and Figure 4.17 shows the 
INL plot calculated with end points method. In all the figures, ABDiSC calibrated converter has a 
smaller value of absolute INL and DNL values. The statistical results clearly show that the ABDiSC 
method gives better or comparable results to digital self-calibration. 
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Figure 4.17 Statistical INL plot of 30 runs with 12 stage converter and 1% com-
ponent error obtained with end points method 
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4.3 Results of the Single and Two Tone Testing 
To check the spectral purity of the output of the converter calibrated by ABDiSC, single and two 
tone tests were performed. These results were then compared with digital self-calibration. Figure 4.18 
shows the FFT of the single tone input to the converter having 0.5% component error and 0.001 % 
opamp nonlinearity. The FFT of uncalibrated converter is shown in Figure 4.19, FFT of converter 
calibrated with digital self-calibration is shown in Figure 4.20 and FFT of converter calibrated with 
ABDiSC is shown in Figure 4.21. The SFDR for the digitally self-calibrated converter is approximately 
55 dB and that for ABDiSC calibrated converter is 60 dB. 
Figure 4.22 shows the FFT of the two tone input to the converter. The FFT of uncalibrated con-
verter is shown in Figure 4.23, FFT of converter calibrated with digital self-calibration is shown in 
Figure 4.24 and FFT of converter calibrated with ABDiSC is shown in Figure 4.25. The SFDR for 
digitally self-calibrated converter is 50 dB and for ABDiSC calibrated converter 60 dB. 
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Figure 4.25 Two tone testing - FFT of a 16 stage ADC with 0.5% error and 0.001 % 
opamp nonlinearity and ABDiSC calibrated 
4.4 Conclusion 
In this section results on the linearity of ADC calibrated with ABDiSC and digital self-calibration 
were presented and compared. It was shown that ABDiSC performed better than digital self-calibration 
in most cases and at worst it is comparable. This is a due to the the fact that more stages are used 
during calibration in ABDiSC. Their operation in frequency domain, however are comparable. 
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5 SIMPAD - SIMULATOR FOR MULTIPLE PIPELINE AID 
CONVERTER 
5.1 Introduction 
As the demands for high speed/high resolution converters grow day by day, there is an increased 
interest in pipeline A/D converters especially after the development of calibration techniques without 
which the linearity of the A/D converters was limited to 8-10 bits. This has exposed a need for 
functional simulators which can model the pipeline converters at the functional level leaving the details 
of the analog domain to the designers and concentrating on development of algorithms. In the past, 
there have been some functional simulators for mixed signal and analog sampled data systems like 
MIDAS [31], but there has not been any available simulator specifically targeted towards pipelined 
A/D converters. SIMPAD [35] was originally developed with the intention of simulating only accuracy 
bootstrapped algorithm [3]. From there it has progressed to incorporating a few more algorithms and 
techniques for testing of ADCs. SIMPAD has the advantage that a new model or architecture can be 
easily incorporated into the program which can then be simulated. The amount of work required to 
incorporate the new model depends upon how different the architecture is from those already present 
in the program. Currently it supports the accuracy bootstrapping architecture, digital self-calibration 
algorithm, a new simplified cell architecture for accuracy bootstrapping and a pure non-binary radix 
architecture. All the architectures can be tested as a single pipeline or as parallel pipeline. Besides 
providing the standard tests for testing the linearity of an ADC another important specification for 
converters, especially the ones targeted for communication applications, Spurious Free Dynamic Range 
(SFDR), has also been incorporated. SIMPAD provides the capability to perfonn single tone and 
double tone testing for pipelines and to perform FFT's on the resulting data. The core of the accuracy 
bootstrapping was written by Eric Soenen while he was at Texas A & M university. SIMPAD was 
developed on this core. A manual for SIMPAD is attached as an appendix. 
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5.2 Model of a Single Stage of the Pipeline 
A generalized model of a single stage of a pipeline converter is shown in Figure 5.1. By choosing one 
of the methods (architectures) mentioned in the introduction, the user selects the architecture which 
he/she wants to simulate. The gain of each stage and the architecture determines the bits per stage. 
Once the single stage has been initialized the program asks for number of such stages which form the 
pipeline. Three kinds of linear component errors are possible in each stage. These are errors in the Gain 
of the Sample/Hold amplifier, errors in the Flash ADC reference levels and errors in the reconstructing 
DAC. Depending on the user specification, the distribution of these errors is either uniform or extreme 
and is random in nature. The model can be simulated even without any errors. 
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The gain (A), the DAC level and the ADC levels of each stage I are modeled by the following 
equations: 
A[/] = A +6A, 
DAC[iJ[/] = DAC[iJ[/) + 6DAC[iJ[/] where 
ADC[iJ[/] = ADC[i}[/] + 6ADC[i}[/J where 
is the ith DAC level 
is the ith ADC level 
(5.1) 
(5.2) 
(5.3) 
The errors in above equations are random in nature. Output referred noise and nonlinearity are also 
added at each stage. Nonlinearity is discussed in the next subsection. This is just added to the residue 
of each stage as 
Vre8 = Vre8 + naise + nonlinearity (5.4) 
The digital output is obtained by adding the weight of the stage divided by the gain of the stage with 
the incoming residue to generate the output residue. The output of the flash A/D gives the bits of the 
present stage. 
5.2.1 Opamp Model 
Since the sample-and-hold is incorporated along with the opamp, the model of the opamp also allows 
for the simulation of maximum equivalent output nonlinearity (Ie) at each stage. The nonlinearity can 
be either modeled as single bow nonlinearity as shown in Figure 5.2 or as a double bow nonlinearity as 
shown in Figure 5.3. The nonlinearity for a single bow is modeled as 
Single Baw Nonlinearity = 4 * Ie * Vre• * (1 - Vre.) (5.5) 
and for a double bow as 
Double Baw Nonlinearity = 64/3 * Ie * Vru * (1 - Vru ) * (Vru - 0.5) (5.6) 
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Figure 5.2 Single bow nonlinearity 
Figure 5.3 Double bow nonlinearity 
5.3 Program Description 
5.3.1 Input and Output Format 
The parameters for simulating an algorithm and architecture can be either given at the command line 
or through an input file. The parameters initialized are the number of stages, the number of redundant 
stages, the gain per stage and the calibration algorithm used. Then, the gain error, the AID reference 
errors i.e the errors in the flash converter, the DAC errors, the nonlinearity and the output referred 
noise are initialized as percentages of the full scale. The AID converter can be simulated without these 
errors also. The errors are incorporated in a random fashion. The output of the program is the DNL 
and INL of the linear sweep performed on the ADC. The output is displayed on the screen by using 
Gnuplot. Sinusoidal sweep on the ADC can also be performed and its FFT analyzed for spectral purity. 
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5.3.2 Linearity Testing of the ADCs 
The various routines used within SIMPAD for testing the linearity of the ADCs are: 
1. Ramp or Sinusoidal Input: The AID can be simulated with both sinusoidal or ramp inputs. The 
ramp sweeps over the entire range in user specified steps. The sinusoidal sweep is a single sine wave for 
single tone testing and a sum of two sine waves with frequencies in the ratio of an irrational number 
for two tone testing. 
2. INL and DNL calculation [28]: Two of the most important ADC specifications are the INL and 
DNL specifications. INL (Integral Non Linearity) is the maximum deviation of the actual transition 
points in an ADC's transfer characteristic from the straight line drawn between the end points (first 
and last code transitions). DNL (Differential Non Linearity) is defined as the difference between the 
ideal bin width of the converter and the actual width of each bin. A bin is defined as the set of input 
voltages yielding the same output code. 
3. Fast Fourier Transform (FFT) [29]: The Fast Fourier Transform can be performed on the output 
of the files created by the simulator. Plotting capabilities for the FFT are also provided. 
4. Single and Two Tone Testing: In single tone testing a sinusoidal signal having a single sine 
component is applied to the ADC. Upto 95% of the full scale is used for simulation. The FFT of the 
single tone is a single pulse at N*(frequency of sine wave)/27r. In two tone testing, two sinusoids, whose 
periods are not integral multiples of each other are applied to the ADC. The FFT of the two tone 
testing output would be a pulse each at the applied frequencies. 
5.4 Conclusions 
In this chapter an overview of the SIMPAD was provided. The user interface to the program and 
the various routines for testing the ADC's linearity were also explained. The model of the single stage 
was also explained in detail. All the results presented in this thesis were obtained using SIMPAD. More 
work is in progress to extend the capabilities of the program and the models used. 
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6 CONCLUSION 
6.1 Summary 
This thesis discussed the two popular algorithms, namely accuracy bootstrapping and digital self-
calibration, used in pipelined ADCs for digital calibration. A new simplified cell architecture for ac-
curacy bootstrapping having less hardware was presented and experiments performed to compare it's 
performance to the earlier architecture. It was shown that the new simplified architecture performed 
equally well. A new algorithm for calibration of non-radix-2 converters called ABDiSC was also pro-
posed and shown to perform better than digital self-calibration. The algorithm combines the ideas in 
accuracy bootstrapping and digital self-calibration to arrive at a better algorithm. 
6.2 Contributions 
The three main contributions of this work are: 
1) A new architecture for accuracy bootstrapping algorithm was studied and results were presented. 
An insight into the problem of grounding one of the capacitors for obtaining the zero analog voltage 
was discussed and a method to correct the error was suggested. 
2) An improved algorithm for the digital calibration of non-radix-2 pipeline called ABDiSC was 
proposed and was shown to be better than digital self-calibration. The ABDiSC algorithm uses the 
concept of accuracy bootstrapping to make the calibration process more accurate i.e. the digital self-
calibration is combined with accuracy bootstrapping to obtain a better result with no extra hardware. 
3) The simulation package was developed further to handle more models like the new architecture 
for accuracy bootstrapping and the non-radix-2 architecture. 
6.3 Future Work 
One of the possible directions for future work could be to incorporate analog calibration methods 
in the simulation package. There is a limit to what and how much digital calibration can achieve. So 
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some work must be done to explore the limits of analog calibration. Digital calibration is also being 
used in oversampling ADCs which can also be incorporated into the software. 
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APPENDIX THE MANUAL FOR SIMPAD 
This manual was prepared as a reference material for the users of SIMPAD. It is not meant as a 
tutorial to understand the accuracy bootstrapping or digital self-calibration algorithms. The user is 
assumed to have a general familiarity with the pipelined AID converters. 
INTRODUCTION 
The program is run at the shell prompt by typing the line 
user name> accu 
The program then asks you if you want the calibration to be done by the accuracy bootstrapping 
algorithm or by the digital self-calibration algorithm. See Figure A.l for the flow chart. 
Accuracy Bootstrapping (1) or Digital Self-Calibration (2) or TI Architecture (3) or Bipolar (4) ? 
Choosing 1 results in the Default values being shown. Hitting the <RETURN> key at this stage 
results in the following menu being presented. 
M: choose simulation Method (accu or dscp or TI or bipolar) 
D: Define and initialize ADC 
I: Input ADC configuration from a file (and pre-calculated 
random errors if included in the file) 
E: set Error limits 
R: eRror cancellation algorithm 
P: Perturb configuration (add random errors) 
A: display ADC configuration 
W: display Weights (digital coefficients) 
N: calculate ADC Non-linearity 
L: Linear sweep - INL I DNL 
0: sinusOidal sweep 
C: Calibrate configuration 
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B: run Batch of different configurations (Monte-Carlo) 
T: scale weights using Two-point measurement 
U: sUmmary 
F: DAVID'S linearity test (may take a while) 
G: DAVID'S lin sweep Isb/3 steps 
H: DAVID'S random error calibration test 
S: Save ADC configuration and errors to a file 
Z: Define Multiple (Parallel) Paths 
V: Perform the FFT 
K: Calibrate the multiple pipes 
Q: Quit 
Description of the various options 
The various options are described below. Note that the program is insensitive to the case of the 
letter typed in. 
M: Choose simulation method (accu or dcsp or simplified cell or bipolar) 
Choosing this option returns you to the stage where you are asked whether you would like accuracy 
bootstrapping to be used or digital self-calibration or simplified cell architecture or bipolar architecture. 
Once the choice is made, hitting the <RETURN> key results in the original menu returning. 
D: Define and initialize ADC 
This option is to initialize the initial configuration of the ADC. The various parameters to be 
initialized are: 
No of stages 
The first parameter to be initialized is the number of stages in the ADC. A stage is a sample and 
hold amplifier with a ADC, DAC, a Summer and a gain stage. 
Delta 
This corresponds to the extra stages in the pipeline. These extra stages are for redundancy in order 
to achieve accuracy. The resolution of the ADC is only up to the number of bits declared as the number 
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of stages. The delta is just for redundancy and error correction. 
Nominal Interstage gain (A) 
This corresponds to the gain of the amplifier which results in the difference being brought out as 
the residue. Note that the number of bits per stage is IAI- 1. Usually it is kept at 2. 
At this stage, the initialization is completed and the nominal configuration along with the initial 
weights are calculated. Note though that the ADC is initialized with no errors. To incorporate errors, 
the P option is later used. 
I: Input ADC configuration from a file (and pre-calculated random errors if included 
in the file) 
As the name indicates, the initial ADC configuration along with the pre-calculated errors can be 
input as a file. This is valid even for multiple pipes. 
E: set Error limits 
As the title indicates, choosing this option allows us to set error limits on the various parameters 
responsible for ADC nonlinearity. These are as follows: 
Maximum Interstage Gain error 
This is the error in the interstage gain A. It is entered in percentage i.e if i enter 1 it means 1% gain 
error. Note that the default values are shown in the brackets and hitting the <RETURN> key without 
entering anything results in the default value being used. 
Maximum ADC (fiash) error 
This is the error in the Flash ADC which converts the analog sampled input signal to its digital 
equivalent at that stage. This is also entered as a percentage. 
Maximum DAC error 
This is the error in the DAC which converts the Flash ADC output back to its analog equivalent 
in order to be subtracted from the original signal to generate the residue. This is the error which is 
mainly removed by the self-calibration algorithm. Note that this is also input as a percentage. 
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Error Distribution 
This corresponds to the error distribution throughout the stages. Choosing u results in the error 
through all the stages being unifonn. That is any error is generated by a random process. Choosing 
the e option on the other hand results in the errors being extreme in nature i.e. each error is equal in 
magnitude to either + or - the maximum as set by the error limit. 
Simulate recycling ADC, stages identical (yin) 
The pipelined converter can also be simulated as a cyclic converter with the output of each stage 
being fed back to itself. It is the same as a non-cyclic converter except that the stages are separated in 
time rather than spatially. 
Max. equivalent output noise of stage 
This corresponds to the maximum output noise of the stage. 
Number of averages during calibration 
In order to reduce the effect of noise, a number of calibrations can be done successively. This 
option specifies the number of averages to be done. Usually for the accuracy bootstrapping algorithm 
it is found that 1 calibration is good enough and further calibrations do not result in any significant 
improvement. 
Max. equiv. output non-linearity of stage 
This is self explanatory. 
Simulate identical non-linearity in each stage (yin) 
This option queries you on whether to simulate each stage with a similar nonlinearity or whether to 
simulate each stage with a different nonlinearity. The default is usually set at a similar nonlinearity. 
P: Perturb configuration (add random errors) 
Choosing this option results in the nominal configuration being "perturbed" from its initial condition. 
Random errors are generated for various ADC parameters and incorporated. The weights of the various 
stages are then computed. 
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A: display ADC configuration 
This option allows us to view the various ADC parameters at this stage. It first asks you whether 
to dump the output into a file or onto the screen. The ADC levels of each stage, the incremental DAC 
levels of each stage, the nominal gain of each stage and the nonlinearity are all output. 
W: display Weights (digital coefficients) 
This option allows us to view the ideal and actual weights of each stage. As above the output can 
be output to a file or to the screen. The ideal weights (DAC levels) and the actual Weights (say after 
calibration) of each stage are output. 
N: calculate ADC Nonlinearity 
This option calculates the ADC nonlinearity using certain theoretical measures described in [2J. 
Refer to the paper for more details. 
L: Linear Sweep -INL/DNL 
This option inputs a ramp input to the ADC and sweeps across the entire range. Based on two point 
measurements, it calculates the ADC linearity in terms of the INL and DNL errors. Plotting options 
are also available. 
0: sinusOidal sweep 
This option inputs a sinusoidal signal to the ADC and measures the output. Plotting options are 
also available. 
C: Calibrate configuration 
Choosing this option results in the accuracy bootstrapping algorithm being implemented for the 
ADC under consideration. Once this is done, the ADC configuration, Weights, a linear or sinusoidal 
sweep can be done and the effect of the algorithm on the accuracy and nonlinearity of the ADC can be 
examined. 
B: run Batch of different configurations (Monte-Carlo) 
This option allows us to run a batch of different configurations allowing us to perform a statistical 
analysis. 
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F: DAVID'S linearity test (may take a while) 
This option allows us to run a number of configurations allowing us to perform a statistical analysis. 
S: Save ADC configuration and errors to a file 
As the name indicates, choosing this option allows us to save the present ADC configuration and 
errors into a file for later use. 
Z: Define Multiple (Parallel) Paths 
This option allows us to define multiple paths of the ADC. The number of paths is first input. 
The paths are then perturbed depending on the users choice individually. Then the calibration of paths 
individually (accuracy bootstrapping) is done again depending on the user. Overall global normalization 
is done later by choosing K from the main menu. 
V: Perform the FFT 
This option allows us to perform an FFT. The input files to the FFT have to be first saved and 
named. It also allows plotting capabilities. 
K: Calibrate the multiple pipes 
This option allows us to globally normalize the ADC's multiple parallel pipes. It is done by two 
point measurements. Note that it has to be done after choosing the Z option and calibrating each pipe 
individually by accuracy bootstrapping. 
Q: Quit 
*** EXITING accu - GOOD BYE *** 
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Figure A.I Flow chart for SIMPAD 
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